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PwC viewpoint
/case studies

What is changing in real estate?

Many companies are re-thinking the role of their real estate with the
intention of:
●

redesigning and refreshing the space they need to occupy to
meet changing needs;

The key is to understand and define the purpose of real estate
including: brand, customer needs, business strategy and
employee requirements.

●

divesting of surplus space and leveraging more value from
retained space to release savings; and

Post COVID-19 most employees want flexibility in a hybrid
workplace but this needs to be within the parameters of what the
business needs in order to meet customer needs.

●

introducing more flexibility to the portfolio to cope with future
change.

In the short term there is a window of opportunity to change.

The office of the future will need space typologies for different activities like those below and should be of “evergreen” design or be in
“permanent beta”

Collaboration

Create

Communication

Coaching

Community

Diversity, inclusion, wellbeing and environmental sustainability should be part of the design of a new office space
PwC
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The future of the office?
We see that most organisations are defining their virtual work strategies post-COVID with a location-based model. However, we believe the next frontier is
personalising how individuals and teams “consume” work using real-time tools which leverage advanced insights from human sciences.

How can real estate support this in a more distributed world?

2000-2009

2010-2019

2020-2021

2021+

2023+

Wellness Age

Digital Age

Virtual Age

Personalised Age

Intelligent Age

Focus on well-being and
work-life balance
initiatives. Beginning
acceptance of working
from home for set days.

Focus on creativity and
collaboration to drive
digital innovation.
Coworking and hoteling
become the norm.

Focus on COVID return
to work approaches and
deﬁning permanent
future work virtual /
ﬂexible / remote model.

Work empowers the
individual employee to
satisfy their preferences
to “consume” work
where and how they
perform at their best.

Work empowers
individual, team and
organisational
performance through
real-time scientiﬁc
intelligent analytics.

Companies should be focusing here now
PwC
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Case studies - FM & Real Estate
Insurance Company

PwC Everyday flexibility

Background

Ten years ago PwC recognised a need to update its inefficient offices to accommodate the
future business environment.

We developed a UK wide portfolio strategy to support the client’s
transformation programme and return to work after Covid-19. Key
requirement of the project was to assess the future operating model which
predicted working remotely at scale.The project involved quantifying the
future space requirement based on workstyle analysis of the workforce,
developing estate scenarios and considering exit options for onerous lease
agreements, with due consideration of IFRS16, balance sheet, income
statement and tax implications.
How we supported the client
We worked closely with key client stakeholder across the organization and
supported the development and implementation of a vision for the future
property portfolio. We worked collaboratively with the client teams to
define the future vision of the office, identify space requirements and
obtained buy-in from senior stakeholders. We conducted extensive
workforce analysis in order to understand the future space requirements
and agreed with the client the adoption of real estate targets to be
reflected in the future state. A number of property scenarios were identified
and two possible solutions were put forward to the board for consideration.
The team developed a holistic and actionable portfolio strategy that was
approved the Board for implementation.
Outcome
The Board approved the strategy and agreed to progress with the
implementation and we are currently project managing the delivery of the
strategy and progressing negotiations with the existing landlords.
PwC

We implemented an office transformation programme to provide our staff with cutting-edge
space. Our offices have been redesigned and improved to support our mobility and flexibility
initiatives, while reducing our real estate and carbon footprint.
We took a data-driven approach. The analysis included location and scenario analysis on:
expenses, network access, home working days, phone usage, barrier controls, working
times, meeting room utilisation, client visits, travel to work, living costs per employee,
millennial requirements, relative staff satisfaction scores, different office layouts, space
standards, staff salaries and costs vs profit per employee.
Outcome
Office footprint has decreased by c30% (lease event triggers)
Headcount has risen by 24%
Workspace density (sharing ratio) ‒ increased from 1.04 to 1.53 (+47%)
Target 70 sq.ft per person & 70% workspace occupancy on an average day
“Reimagine London” has increased our collaborative workspaces from 5% to over
20% and overall capacity by 17%
Property cost savings c.10-15% per annum
26% increase in satisfaction in offices that have been renovated
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PwC offering/tool/ proposition

Business not buildings
We take a business not buildings approach. Your workplace is a physical manifestation of your culture and a critical enabler of your business strategy.
Developing a robust, future-proofed property strategy requires an advisor that has the ability to bring a holistic understanding of the organisation itself. We’ll
support you by bringing the best of our thought leadership, access to and insight from our industry experts, whilst demonstrating that we ‘walk the talk’ with
regard to our own property portfolio.

Research and thought
leadership

Digitally enabled frameworks & methodologies e.g. Faethm,
Perform+, Digital Fitness App
PwC

Real estate & workforce analytics
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6 week case for change
Our approach will enable you to make an informed case for change including financial and non-financial benefits. Over 6
weeks we’ll bring the best of PwC and rich data-driven insights that challenge your thinking, enabling you to set a
compelling workplace vision alongside an actionable, practical plan to deliver it.
1. Project kick-off and
mobilisation

2. Confirm the baseline

Liaise with your project team to
agree roles, responsibilities and
levels of engagement

● Collate a portfolio and

●

●

●

●

Identify wider key business
stakeholders for future
engagement
Confirm your requirements and
develop an understanding of
your key drivers
Data collection review

workforce baseline and
understand business
operations and services
identify lease events

● Undertake a portfolio SWOT

Showcase PwC property
strategy and workplace.

●

Develop and assess scenarios
to deliver the vision

●

Run a visioning workshop with
PwC experts and key business
stakeholders

●

Identify gaps between the
vision and your current property
portfolio

Share insights of what other
leading companies are doing on
workplace strategy

●

●

analysis and benchmark sites
against agreed KPIs

● Define workforce personas
and mobility targets to inform
future space requirements
travel to work analysis and
mapping, overlaying findings
with insights on talent pools
and client demand data

4. Develop scenarios

●

● Review existing leases and

● Undertake anonymised staff

PwCPwC

3. Set the vision

●

Agree a vision for the future
real estate portfolio / workplace
and the strategic estate
objectives / design principles
against which future property
scenarios will be appraised

●

Set a ‘challenger option’ and
propose taking an
unconstrained ‘bottom-up’
approach starting with 0m2 of
space, building up the
requirement based on business
need (Zero Based Real Estate
Planning)
Long list of scenarios will be
produced and reduced to a
shortlist

5. Evaluate scenarios

●

Develop and populate a
cash-flow model for each
property option

●

Develop indicative IFRS16 /
Balance Sheet and Income
Statement impact analysis of
options

●

Facilitate the non-financial
evaluation of shortlisted options

●

Compare option ranking and
summarise the relative merits
and rewards / risks of each
option

●

Agreement with key
stakeholders on preferred
scenario for implementation
with robust rationale as to why
the scenario if preferred over
others

6. Reporting

●

Produce a case for change
document which sets out the
key findings, summarises the
vision, the qualitative and
quantitative costs and benefits
of the preferred scenario for
implementation and the risks of
execution.

●

Hold a meeting with your senior
stakeholders to present the
paper and discuss next steps.
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